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About This Game

Welcome to the world of AETERNITAS, where everyone can control the 4 elements! Find your way into Aeternitas, the
school for the best elemental wielders across the world, to master the elemental arts, make allies, and challenge each

other!

In this story-driven RPG, you play as Elwin, an ordinary boy who wants to find his way into Aeternitas and master the 4
elements. Along your journey, you will encounter various people whom you can befriend or antagonize; learn fantastic

elemental techniques and lore; gather allies and climb to the top of the Aeternitas Tournament Cup; and uncover the truth
behind the peaceful world you took for granted.

Dive into this fresh & charming parallel universe, replete with the magical atmosphere of the 19th-century and a rich cast of
characters. From a professor who can control gravity itself to a girl who can control lightning, the people you meet within this

world will have exciting and intriguing stories to tell.

In AETERNITAS, you can:

Immerse yourself in the soulful, character-rich story with an emphasis on school life;

Convince and recruit a rich and diverse cast of characters with their unique skills to help you out, each with special dialogue and
individual storylines;

Choose your dialogue, altering Elwin's character and relations for the upcoming sequel;

Dive into a special, fast-paced but intuitive battle system reminiscent of the Final Fantasy series;

Challenge and defeat 20+ unique enemies, each more powerful than the last;

Become an Elemental God by mastering the 4 elements and 24+ unique techniques;

Test out hundreds of different strategies and tactics in the sandbox 'spar' mode that gives EXP and Denaros;

Expect for 12+ hours of gameplay, and more if you read all the books at the library and talk with a certain(?) professor;

and uncover secret truths and histories of the universe of Aeternitas.
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Title: Aeternitas
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Elliotte Lee
Publisher:
Pacific Investment and Consulting, Pte. Ltd.
Franchise:
Aeternitas
Release Date: Early June 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP (I salute you), Vista (I salute you more), 7, 8, or 10

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Default Integrated Graphics (Intel HD4000); truth be told, pixel art is not graphically demanding

Storage: 800 MB available space

English
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